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INDESIT  

ISDG428G  + ISD429P 

Operating Instructions 

 (Gravity Drain & Pump models) 

1. Ensure the Spin dryer is on a firm level surface. 

2. Using a suitable container under the spout to catch  the water extracted during spin ( SDG428P only) 

3. Remove the the drain hose from the storage position and securely hook it over the sink ( SDP428P only) 

4. Release the lid by pressing the button on the front of the surround; the lid will lift slightly, press the lid 

lightly to fully unlatch the locking mechanism. 

Using the Spin Dryer 

NOTE:   Do not operate the appliance if the lid is broken or damaged. 

To Load: 

1. Maximum Dry weight = 4kg (9lb) 

2. Take clothes straight from the wash without wringing and distribute them evenly around the drum. 

3. Press down firmly leaving some room at the top 

4. Wrap small articles in a towel rather than spinning them on their own. 

5. When drying bulky articles coil them around the sides. 

NEVER..operate the spin dryer without the clothes protection mat, this will ensure that the clothes do not 

balloon during spinning, for the gravity version ensure the spout is not blocked before operation. 

To Start: 

1. Close and press down the lid until the machine operates 

2. Press lightly on the spin dryer to steady it whilst the drum gathers speed. 

3. If there is excessive movement which does not quickly correct itself – Switch off  by pressing the button 

on the front surround, the lid will lift slightly.  

4. Allow the drum to stop  

5. Press the lid lightly to fully unlatch the locking mechanism 

6. Re-arrange the clothes and continue. 

Spinning times: 

1. Cotton / Linen  - 4     Minutes 

2. Woolens            - 1½  Minutes 

3. Synthetics         - 2      Minutes 

At the end of spinning: 

1. After the required spinning time, swich off by pressing the button on the front surround 

2. The lid will lift slightly and the braking starts 

3. Wait until the drum stops 

4. Press slightly on the lid and it will open 

NOTE : The Autopump will not begin pumping out until 20-25 seconds after the machine has started. 

Padded nylon garments e.g. Anaraks & Sleeping bags must not be spun. 
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Rinsing 

1. Before rinsing, reduce the load so that the drum is only two thirds full 

2. Spin the soapy clothes for 2 minutes, stop the machine and re-arrange the clothes 

3. Pour half a bucket of cold water over them ( Max – 5 litres)  

4. Allow the water to drain through the clothes and re-spin for 1 ½ minutes 

5. Repeat the process spin for 1 ½ minutes for each rinse until all traces of soap have been removed usually 

3-4 rinses. 

6. After the final rinse, spin the clothes according to the type indicated in the table. 

7. Do not use more water than recommended, this may cause the machine to over flow. 

8. Ensure the machine is pumped empty of water after each rinse process 

 

 

 

 


